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Abstract
Object oriented programming can be classiﬁed into the object based, and the class
based paradigm. Object based languages typically are weakly typed and inter-
preted, allow member addition and removal, and thus they support ﬂexibility and
prototyping. Class based languages are usually strongly typed and compiled, re-
quire a rigid class structure and class membership, and thus they support more
robust, type safe programs.
The two paradigms therefore address the needs of diﬀerent stages in the pro-
gramming lifecycle: object based programming better ﬁts the earlier, exploratory
phases, whereas class based better ﬁts the latter, consolidation and maintenance
phases. Because the transition from one paradigm to the other is not straightfor-
ward, programs tend to be developed in one of the two paradigms, thus foregoing
the advantages of the other.
We suggest that this need not be so, and that the beneﬁts of the two paradigms
can be combined: The earlier, exploratory, programming phases should take place
in an object based setting. Then, the program should be incrementally annotated
with types. Once fully typed, the program can be mapped onto an equivalent class
based program.
We demonstrate these ideas through the introduction of BabyJ, a formalization
of Javascript. We deﬁne BabyJT , a typed extension of BabyJ. A permissive type
in BabyJ allows the typing process to be incremental. We then deﬁne a meaning
preserving transformation of BabyJT programs to Java programs.
Key words: object based calculi, class based calculi, program
transformation,types
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1 Introduction
Object based languages, eg SELF[10], Cecil[3], were introduced in the early 90s
to support ﬂexibility and prototyping. Typically, they are weakly typed, do
not distinguish between ﬁelds and methods, allow the removal and addition
of members, do not support classes, and store all behaviour (methods and
ﬁelds) in the objects themselves. The language theory community modelled
the object based paradigm [1], [11], as they consider it to be more fundamental
than the class based paradigm.
Class based languages, eg Simula, Smalltalk[13], were introduced in the late
70s. They distinguish between objects, which hold ﬁelds, and classes which
hold methods, and impose an immutable class hierarchy and class member-
ship. Although Smalltalk is weakly typed, most class based languages, eg
Java[14], C++[19], C-sharp[16] are strongly typed, and thus support robust
programs, and oﬀer the opportunity of compiler optimizations. Furthermore,
the classes and the class hierarchy give structure to the program, and allow
easier extensions.
Although class based languages such as Java, C++ and C-sharp seem to
be prevalent, the popularity of object based languages is rising, a notable
example being Python[20].
Thus, the two paradigms are better suited to diﬀerent phases in the pro-
gram development cycle: Earlier, exploratory phases are best served by object
based languages, whereas the later, consolidation and maintenance phases are
best served by class based languages. The transition from one paradigm to
the other is not straightforward, and therefore programs tend to be developed
in one of the two paradigms, thus foregoing the advantages of the other.
We suggest that this need not be so, and we want to combine ﬂexible,
prototypical development in the early phases with robust, statically typed and
structured programs in the later stages: The early phases should take place in
an object based setting. Then, the program should be incrementally annotated
with types. Once fully typed, the program can be automatically mapped onto
an equivalent class based language. The program will then be in the later
phases, and can be further extended and modiﬁed in the way supported by
class based languages. Compilation will bring performance beneﬁts.
We describe our approach through the languages BabyJ and BabyJT and a
translation to a class based language, Java0. BabyJ is inspired by JavaScript
4
and forms a small subset of it. As with JavaScript, BabyJ uses functions to
create objects and allows dynamic addition of members to objects. BabyJT
is a typed version of BabyJ. There is also a permissive type, ∗, that allows
1 Work partly supported by DART, European Commission Research Directorates, IST-01-
6-1A
2 Email: cla97@doc.ic.ac.uk
3 Email: scd@doc.ic.ac.uk
4 Note that there is an international standard for JavaScript: ECMAScript
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any use. The programmer can use ∗ to initially annotate the program, and
then incrementally replace occurrences of ∗ with types. Once fully typed, the
program may be translated to an equivalent Java0 class based program.
We have chosen nominal types based on classes. Namely, nominal types
have been adopted in most commercial languages, and also are now being
adopted in the standardization of XML[18], even though structural support
persistence and marshalling, and are preferred by the language theory com-
munity. There is also some controversy about the respective roles of classes
and types. Classes organize the code, and determine the behaviour of objects,
whereas types deﬁne the interface of objects. It has been convincingly argued
that classes and types should be distinguished [7]. In this work we too follow
that approach, and thus, we link types to functions that create objects.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe BabyJ. In
section 3.1 we show how a BabyJ program can be incrementally typed and
informally introduce BabyJT . In section 3 we give the typing of BabyJT
and some properties of the type system. In section 4 we show how BabyJT
programs can be translated into Java0. In section 5 we compare our proposal
to other approaches and discuss the limits of our approach and future work.
An earlier version of this work will be presented at the WOOD workshop,
ETAPS’03
2 BabyJ
BabyJ is an object based language inspired by JavaScript. It includes the
following JavaScript features: 1. Functions are used to create objects, 2.
Functions can be aliased and used as members of objects, 3. Members can be
added to objects dynamically.
These features were chosen because, 1 represents the way objects are cre-
ated in JavaScript, 2 is the way objects acquire methods, and 3 gives ﬂexi-
bility to programs. BabyJ does not include the following JavaScript features:
1. Strings as expressions, 2. Libraries of functions, 3. Native calls, 4. Global
this (through a global object), 5. Dynamic variable creation, 6. Functions
as objects, 7. Dynamic removal of members, 8. Delegation and prototyping.
These features were omitted because 1,2 and 3 are not central to the
paradigm, while 5,6 and 7 are too diﬃcult to support in a statically typed lan-
guage, and 8 will be considered in the future. We can write the introductory
examples from [12] in BabyJ assuming libraries of functions, and predeﬁned
types integers, ﬂoats, strings, etc.
We allowed assignment to members of objects, therefore, trivially also al-
lowed assignment of function members. However, we do not allow assignment
to function identiﬁers.
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2.1 BabyJ Example
In Figure 1 we give an example that describes people, money and marriage.
People have a name and money and may marry other people. We deﬁne
functions Person, setAmount and Marry. The code preceeded by the comment
//Main is the entry point to the program.
The function Person is used to create objects becks and posh on lines (2)
and (3). The body of Person contains a sequence of assignments to members
of the receiver this. When a function is used in the context of object creation
through new, the receiver this is bound to an empty object at a new address
in memory. As in JavaScript, assignment to a member of an object will create
that member if it does not already exist within the object. Objects acquire
methods through assignment of function identiﬁers to their members, as on
line (1). Therefore, execution of new Person returns an object with three
members: name, money, and setMoney.
There are two ways of invoking functions in BabyJ: either through an
instance of an object, or globally. Consider now the function setAmount, which
updates the money attribute of the receiver by amount. This demonstrates
calling a function through an instance of an object, the receiver, this is
bound to that object. For example, becks.setMoney(30) will bind becks
to this when setAmount is executed. As the member money already exists
within becks, it will be updated rather than created.
The function Marry, which is used in the main body to marry becks and
posh, demonstrates calling a function globally. Note also, that within the body
of Marry there is no reference to this. This is because there is no receiver and
hence this is undeﬁned. Therefore, any references to this within a function
invoked globally will produce a runtime error. Again, Marry demonstrates
automatic creation of attributes through assignment, as in this example, becks
and posh had no partner member prior to execution of Marry.
2.2 BabyJ Syntax
We give the syntax of BabyJ in Figure 2. P stands for a sequence of function
declarations. We implicitly require functions to be unique,  Pu, as deﬁned
in Section A.3, and then use P as a mapping P :: FuncID  FuncDecl.
The example in Figure 1 uses a more liberal syntax than that in Figure
2, as it allows functions with more than one parameter, integers and a main
program.
2.3 BabyJ Operational Semantics
Figure 3 gives a structural operational semantics that rewrites tuples of expres-
sions, heaps and stacks into tuples of values, heaps and stacks in the context
of a program, P. The signature of the rewriting relation ❀ is:
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function Person(name,money) {
this.name = name;
this.money = money;
this.setMoney = setAmount; // (1)
this
}
function setAmount(amount) {
this.money += amount
}
function Marry(p1,p2) {
p1.partner = p2;
p2.partner = p1
}
//Main
var becks:* = new Person("Becks",100);
var posh:* = new Person("Posh",80);
Marry(becks,posh);
becks.partner.setMoney(20);
posh.money
Fig. 1. People example program
P ∈ Program ::= D∗
B ∈ Body ::= var y; e
D ∈ FuncDecl ::= function f (x) {B}
e ∈ Exp ::= this receiver
f function identiﬁer
x parameter
y local variable
new f(e) object creation
null null
e; e sequence
e.m(e) member call
e.m member select
f(e) global call
v = e assignment
v ∈ Var ::= x | y | e.m
f ∈ FuncID
m ∈ MemberID
FuncID ∩ MemberID = ∅
Fig. 2. Syntax of BabyJ
❀ : Program  Exp × Heap × Stack 
(Val ∪ Dev)× Heap× Stack
We indicate ﬁnite mappings through ⇀fin, and undeﬁned through Udf The
heap maps addresses to objects, where addresses, Addr, are ι0, ..ιn... Objects
are ﬁnite mappings from member identiﬁers to values. The stack maps this
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to an address and variables to values.
H ∈ Heap = Addr ⇀fin Obj
S ∈ Stack = ({this}  Addr) ∪ ({x, y}  Val)
v ∈ Val = {null} ∪ FuncID ∪ Addr
dv ∈ Dev = {nullPntrExc, stuckErr}
Obj = MemberID ⇀fin Val
As in other object calculi [1,6] objects contain ﬁelds and methods (which are
not distinguished); however, unlike [1,6] objects do not contain method bodies,
but contain function identiﬁers, which are mapped onto method bodies by the
program. This allows aliasing to the function members as in JavaScript. We
treat P as “global”, therefore e,H, S ❀ v,H
′, S′ is shorthand for e,H, S ❀
P
v,H′, S′. We use heap update, H′ = H{ι.m  v}, where H′ is identical to H
except that in ι member m is overridden by v. If ι does not already have a
member called m, then such a member will be added. Heap update is deﬁned
in Section A.1
Figure 3 deﬁnes the operational semantics without generation and prop-
agation of exceptions (these are given in Section E). We now discuss the
most interesting rules: (Var), (Member-select), (New),(Param-ass), (Local-
ass), (Member-call) and (Global-call).
In (Var) the receiver (this) or parameter (x) or local variable (y) are
looked up in the stack, and heap and stack are unmodiﬁed. A function name,
(f) is not looked up, as it is a value.
In (Member-select) member m is looked up in the receiver ι (obtained by
evaluation of e) in the heap. If m is not found in ι, then execution is stuck.
In (New) we execute the body of function f (looked up in P) with a stack
that maps this to a fresh address that points to an empty object, formal
parameter (x) to the value obtained by execution of the actual parameter and
local variable (y) to Udf.
In (Param-ass) and (Local-ass) we replace the value of x and y respectively,
in the stack with the value obtained by execution of e. Unlike JavaScript, we
only have one local variable declared at the beginning of a function and one
function parameter.
In (Member-call) we obtain the function deﬁnition by looking up the value
of member m in the receiver (obtained by evaluation of e) in P. We execute
the body with a stack similar to that for (New) except that this points to
the receiver.
Global calls (Global-call) have the same format as member calls, expect
that there is no receiver, therefore f is looked up directly in P and the stack
maps this to Udf.
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(Var)
this,H, S ❀S(this),H, S
x,H, S ❀S(x),H, S
y,H, S ❀S(y),H, S
f,H, S ❀ f,H, S
(Member-select)
e,H, S ❀ ι,H′, S′
e.m,H, S ❀H′(ι)(m),H′, S′
(Seq)
e1,H, S ❀ v
′,H1, S1
e2,H1, S1 ❀ v,H
′, S′
e1; e2,H, S ❀ v,H
′, S′
(New)
e,H, S ❀ v′,H1, S′
P(f) = function f(x){var y; e′}
ι is new in H1 and H2 = H1{ι → [[ ]]}
e′,H2,{this → ι, x → v′, y → Udf } ❀ v,H′, S′′
new f(e),H, S ❀ ι,H′, S′
(Member-ass)
e1,H, S ❀ ι,H1, S1
e2,H1, S1 ❀ v,H2, S
′
H′ = H2{ι.m  v}
e1.m = e2,H, S ❀ v,H
′, S′
(Param-ass)
e,H, S ❀ v,H′, S′′
S′ = {this → S′′(this), x → v, y → S′′(y)}
x = e,H, S ❀ v,H′, S′
(Local-ass)
e,H, S ❀ v,H′, S′′
S′ = {this → S′′(this), x → S′′(x), y → v}
y = e,H, S ❀ v,H′, S′
(Member-call)
e1,H, S ❀ ι,H1, S1
e2,H1, S1 ❀ v
′,H2, S′
H2(ι)(m) = f
P(f) = function f(x){var y; e′}
e′,H2,{this → ι, x → v′y → Udf ,} ❀ v,H′, S′′
e1.m(e2),H, S ❀ v,H
′, S′
(Global-call)
e,H, S ❀ v′,H1, S′
P(f) = function f(x){var y; e′}
e′,H1,{this → Udf , x → vy → Udf } ❀ v,H′, S′′
f(e),H, S ❀ v,H′, S′
Fig. 3. Operational Semantics of BabyJ
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function * Person(name:*,money:*) {
this:*
this.name = name;
this.money = money;
this.setMoney = setAmount;
this
}
function * setAmount(amount:*) {
this:*
this.money += amount
}
function * Marry(p1:*,p2:*) {
this:*
p1.partner = p2;
p2.partner = p1
}
//Main
var becks:* = new Person("Becks",100);
var posh:* = new Person("Posh",80);
Marry(becks,posh);
becks.partner.setMoney(20);
posh.money
Fig. 4. Annotated people example
constructor Person(name:string,money:int) {
this:[name:string,money:int,setMoney:(Person,int,int),
partner:Person]
this.name = name;
this.money = money;
this.setMoney = setAmount;
this.partner = null;
this
}
function int setAmount(amount:int) {
this:Person;
this.money += amount
}
global Person Marry(p1:Person,p2:Person) {
p1.partner = p2;
p2.partner = p1
}
//Main
var becks:Person = new Person("Becks",100);
var posh:Person = new Person("Posh",80);
Marry(becks,posh);
becks.partner.setMoney(20);
posh.money
Fig. 5. Fully typed people example
3 BabyJT - Incremental Typing
BabyJT is a typed versioin of BabyJ allowing the programmer to incrementally
add type information to a program.
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3.1 Example
In Figure 4 we return to the example of Section 2.1 and incrementally add
type information. We make the following observations:
• The function’s return type is given after the keyword function.
• The types of formal parameters and variables are given after their introduc-
tion.
• Function bodies start by declaring the type of the receiver, this.
• Types include the special type ∗, which allows any operation.
All types in Figure 4 are ∗’s, therefore although the program type checks,
this does not give any guarantees of run-time safety. We want to replace
all occurrences of ∗. We therefore need to introduce types, and use them
to annotate the program. Types are introduced by constructors, functions
used to create objects. The constructor name is the name of the type. The
structure of that type is given in the type descriptor following this at the
beginning of the body of the constructor. For example, Person is declared to
be a constructor. The ﬁrst line in its body gives the structure of that type,
and says that it has members name, money and setMoney, whose type is still
unspeciﬁed:
constructor Person(name:*,money:*) {
this:[name:*,money:*,setMoney:*];
this.name = name;
this.money = money;
this.setMoney = setAmount;
this
}
The type Person may be used from now on. Member functions have to
specify the type of their receiver. For example, setAmount has receiver type
Person:
function * setAmount(amount:*) {
this:Person;
this.money += amount
}
Global functions are those which are not applied to objects, and are spec-
iﬁed as global. Eg, Money is a global function with parameters and return
type Person:
global Person Marry(p1:Person,p2:Person) {
p1.partner = p2;
p2.partner = p1
}
At this point we will obtain a type error as Person has no member partner.
We therefore add to the type descriptor of Person the member partner of type
Person, and modify the body of the constructor to create a partner member,
this.partner = null. We now replace the occurrences of ∗ in the type
descriptor for Person, assuming primitive types int for integers and string
for strings: this:[name:string, money:int, setMoney:(Person,int,int)
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,partner:Person]. Note, that the type (Person ,int,int) is a member
function type with receiver of type Person and input and output of type int.
Now all the assignments to members of Person can be checked in functions
setAmount and Marry. We now replace the rest of the ∗’s in the program.
The fully annotated program without any ∗ is shown in Figure 5. For the rest
of this paper we shall refer to the program in Figure 5, excluding the main
body, as P1.
3.2 Syntax of BabyJT
The syntax of BabyJ is given in Figure 6. There are three kinds of function
in BabyJT : constructor, member function and global function. Constructors
are used to create objects as expected in class based object oriented lan-
guages. Member functions are used as methods of objects. Global functions
are present in JavaScript, and are useful when a body of code does not belong
to a particular object.
3.3 Types in BabyJT
The design of the types in BabyJTwas driven by the design of BabyJ. The
syntax of types is shown in Figure 6. Constructors describe the behaviour of
objects and also give the interface to the object through a type descriptor,
TypeDesc. Hence, constructor names, as well as the permissive type, ∗, make
up the set of types ObjectType. Therefore, constructors have the same role as
Java classes and constructor. Because members of objects can be functions and
they can be re-assigned, we require an explicit function type, FunctionType,
for the identiﬁers of member functions.
FunctionType has the form (ts1, t2, t3) where ts1 is the receiver and input t2
and output t3. The syntax of FunctionType allows higher order types in that
member functions can be passed as arguments, or returned from functions.
However, the receiver must be an ObjectType as the function will be a member
of some constructor used to create objects.
3.4 Typing of Expressions
Typing an expression e in the context of a program P, and environment Γ
has the form P,Γ  e : t. Environments, ranged over by meta variable Γ, are
mappings from variables to types. They have the form {this : t, x : t′, y : t′′}.
For example, with P1 from section 3.1, environment such that Γ(becks) =
Person, we have:
P1,Γ  becks = new Person(...) : Person
The type rules are given in Figure 7. We use the relation t ≈ t′ which
holds if t and t’ are the same identiﬁer or one of them is ∗, and the function
D(P,ts,m) which extracts the type of member m from the type descriptor for
t in P.
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P ∈ TypedProgram ::= D∗
B ∈ TypedBody ::= var y : t ; e
D ∈ TypedFuncDecl ::= MemberFunction
| GlobalFunction
| CtrFunction
MemberFunction ::= function t f (x: t) { this : ts; B}
GlobalFunction ::= global t f (x: t) { B }
CtrFunction ::= constructor f (x: t) { this : td; B }
Where type are:
t ∈ ObjectType ∪ FunctionType
ts ∈ ObjectType ::= f | ∗
tf ∈ FunctionType ::= (ts, t, t)
td ∈ TypeDesc ::= [ (m : t)∗ ]
Fig. 6. Syntax of types in BabyJT
The ﬁrst rules, i.e. (Var) to (Global Call), describe typing as would be
expected in a mini object based language, i.e. the creation of new objects,
selection of members, call of member function etc. The use of the relation
t ≈ t′ allows expressions of type ∗ to be substituted in any context. For
example, if Γ(x1) = Person; Γ(x2) = ∗, then
P1,Γ  Marry(x1, x2) : Person
The next rule (Member-func) gives a type to member functions. We do not
give types to global functions and constructors because the former can only be
invoked through a function identiﬁer and the later through new. For example,
if Γ(x) = Person, then
P1,Γ  x.setMoney = setAmount : (Person, int, int)
3.5 Incremental Typing
The last three rules, (Any-call), (New-empty) and (Any-rec) will be used when
incrementally adding types to the program. The ﬁrst allows the use of a
member function as a global function, as long as its receiver is still typed with
∗. This is useful when a function is used as both a member and a global
function. The second rule (New-empty), allows the use of a function that has
not yet been designated to be a constructor, member or global function, to
be used as a constructor. Finally, (Any-rec) allows a method invocation on ∗,
the result being ∗.
Note, that other rules can participate in the presence of ∗. For exam-
ple, when typing p1.partner = p2 with p1, p2 having type ∗ we use rule
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Object Based
(Var)
P,Γ  x : Γ(x)
P,Γ  y : Γ(y)
P,Γ  this : Γ(this)
(Null)
P,Γ  null : ts
(Seq)
P,Γ  e1 : t′
P,Γ  e2 : t
P,Γ  e1; e2 : t
(New-cons)
P(f) = constructor f(x : t){...}
P,Γ  e : t′
t ≈ t′
P,Γ  new f(e) : f
(Member-sel)
P,Γ  e : t′
D(P, t′,m) = t
P,Γ  e.m : t
(Var-ass)
P,Γ  e : t
Γ(x) ≈ t
P,Γ  x = e : t
(Member-ass)
P,Γ  e1 : t′
P,Γ  e2 : t′′
D(P, t′,m) = t
t ≈ t′′
P,Γ  e1.m = e2 : t′′
(Member-call)
P,Γ  e1 : t′
P,Γ  e2 : t′1
D(P, t′,m) = (t′, t1, t′′)
t1 ≈ t′1
P,Γ  e1.m(e2) : t′′
(Global-call)
P(f) = global t f(x : t′′){ ...}
P,Γ  e : t′
t′′ ≈ t′
P,Γ  f(e) : t
Member Functions
(Member-func)
P(f) = function t f(x : t′){this : ts; ...}
P,Γ  f : (ts, t′, t)
Incremental Stages
(Any-call)
P(f) = function t f(x : t′′){ this : ∗; ...}
P,Γ  e : t′
t′′ ≈ t′
P,Γ  f(e) : t
(New-empty)
P(f) = function t f(x : t′′){ this : ∗; ...}
P,Γ  e : t′
t′′ ≈ t′
P,Γ  new f(e) : ∗
(Any-rec)
P,Γ  e1 : ∗
P,Γ  e2 : t
P,Γ  e1.m(e2) : ∗
Fig. 7. Typing rules for expressions
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P(f) = function t f(x : t1)
{this : ts; var y : t′1; e;}
P,{this → ts, x → t1, y → t′1}  e : t
P  fs
P(f) = global t f(x : t1)
{var y : t′1; e;}
P,{x → t1, y → t′1}  e : t
P  fg
P(f) = constructor f(x : t1)
{this : [m1 : t′1...mp : t′p]; var y : t′′1; e;}
∀ t ∈ {t′1...t′p} : t = (t′, , ) =⇒ t′ = f
F ilter(e) = {m1 ... mp}
P,{this → f, x → t1, y → t′′1}  e : f
P  fc
P  fs
P  f
P  fc
P  f
P  fg
P  f
 Pu
∀f ∈ dom(P) : P  f
 P
Fig. 8. Well-formed functions and programs
(Member-sel) where D(P,∗,partner) = ∗. However, in a program with no
occurrences of ∗, the incremental typing rules will not be used.
3.6 Well-formed Programs
A program P is well-formed ( P), if all its functions are well formed (P  f)
and unique ( Pu). The deﬁnitions are given in Figure 8. Well formedness
of member functions, global functions, and constructors is checked in an en-
vironment which maps the parameter x to t1 according to its declarations.
Furthermore, for constructors and member functions the environment maps
this to the name of the constructor or the type given in the function body
respectively. Functions have to have a body whose type is compatible with
the declared return type, or for constructors the type of object they create.
Finally, constructor bodies have to start by giving values to all the members
as checked by the function F ilter :: e  MethID. We explain F ilter(e) in
more detail in Section A.4. Any members of the type descriptor that are of
function type must be of member function type where (f, t′, t′′). This ensures
that methods belong to objects of the correct type.
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3.7 Properties of the type system
Strong types and functions are those that do not contain any occurrence of
∗. We say that a program, P, is strongly typed,  PS, if it is well-formed
and each of its functions are strong. An environment, Γ, is strong,  ΓS, if
it does not map any of its domain to ∗. Deﬁnitions are given in Section C.
3.8 Soundness
The judgement P,H  v ✁ t guarantees that value v conforms to type t. In
particular, it requires that if v is an address, ι, it points to an object that
contains all the members deﬁned in t and that members conform to their
types. A typing function T :: Addr  FuncID, maps addresses in the heap
to identiﬁers corresponding to constructors.
The judgement P,Γ, T  H, S  guarantees that all objects conform to
their types according to T, and that the parameter, local variable and receiver
are mapped to values that conform to their types in Γ.
Types do not aﬀect the execution of BabyJT programs. Therefore, we can
“strip” the type information, using function Strip, and use the operational
semantics of BabyJ for BabyJT . Formal deﬁnitions can be found in Section
C.
The type system is sound in the sense that a converging well-typed ex-
pression in the context of a strongly typed program and strong environment
returns a value that agrees with the expression’s type, or nullPntrExc, but
is never stuck.
Theorem 3.1 If  PS, and P,Γ, T  H, S , and  ΓS, and P,Γ  e : t
and e, H,S converges then
• e,H, S ❀Strip(P) v,H
′, S′, and P,H′  v ✁ t, and P,Γ, T ′  H′, S′ , and
T ′ extends T,
or
• e,H, S ❀Strip(P) nullPntrExc,H
′, S′
As far as divergent expressions go, the theorem does not say anything.
However, the operational semantics forces convergence for standard typing
errors or access to members undeﬁned in an object, see Section E.
4 From BabyJ to Java0
Any strongly typed BabyJT program can be translated to an equivalent class
based program.
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4.1 Transaltion function [( )]
The aim of the translation is to generate readable and maintainable programs
in an object oriented style. The translation takes the most intuitive mapping
from concept to concept between the two paradigms. Clearly many of the
BabyJT concepts have their class based counterpart. For example, construc-
tors are represented as classes with a ﬁeld for each member of the type descrip-
tor. The only concept without a class based counterpart is the reassignability
of methods.
BabyJT member functions are mapped onto Java0 methods. The method
body contains a case statement which distinguishes between the various pos-
sible cases for the function - these are known because the candidates must
have the same type as the function member. Furthermore, for each function
member a ﬁeld of type int keeps track of the latest assignment to function
members (used in the case statement). The translation uses a one-to-one
mapping, M :: FuncID  N, from member function identiﬁers to integers.
Therefore, BabyJ assignment to function members is represented in Java0
through an int ﬁeld, and function call is represented as method call. We thus
obtain a Java0 program written in a class based style.
A translation from strongly typed BabyJT ( PS) to Java0[5], a small
subset of Java is deﬁned in Section D. Figure 9 gives the translation of Figure
5.
4.2 Comparisons with Previous Translations
The current translation is the result of many iterations based on feedback
from colleagues and reviewers. In earlier versions we mapped BabyJT function
members onto functions objects, and ﬁelds of function type. Thus, assignment
of function members in BabyJT was mapped in Java0 as assignment of these
ﬁelds to the function objects, and method call was mapped onto a method call
of these objects where the receiver was passed as a parameter. This follows
the Strategy design pattern from [8]. Applying this approach for all member
functions causes an explosion of classes and less readable code. Furthermore,
there is an overhead associated with method call due to the extra indirection.
The current translation gives classes with a clean interface where method
call by clients is natural. All the code relevant to the class is inlined within
the class body. The case statement might seem unnatural; however, it can
be optimized away when no method reassignment occurs. Furthermore, when
reassignment of methods is necessary the programmer can either extend the
produced code or replace the case statement.
4.3 Preservation of static and dynamic semantics
We now state some formal properties of the translation.
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class Person {
String name; int Money; int setMoney;
Person(String name,int money) {
this.name = name; this.money = money; this.partner = null;
this.setMoney = 1;
}
int setMoney(int amount) {
// As there is only one candidate method we could optimize
// the switch away.
switch(setMoney) {
case 1: { this.money += amount; }
}
}
}
//Main
Person becks = new Person("Becks",100);
Person posh = new Person("Posh",80);
GlobalFuncs.Marry(becks,posh);
becks.partner.setMoney(20);
posh.money;
class GlobalFuncs {
static Person Marry(Person p1,Person p2) {
p1.partner = p2; p2.partner = p1;
}
}
Fig. 9. Translation of People program from Section 2.1
Theorem 4.1 For strongly typed BabyJT program  PS, the translation,
[(P)], is well-formed in Java0.
We discuss the proof of this theorem in Section F. We now show that the
semantics of expressions is preserved by the translation. Java0 environments
and heaps are similar to but diﬀerent from BabyJ environments and heaps. We
let meta variables R,T and γ range over Java0 heaps, stacks, and environments
respectively. We introduce a relation between values, M  v ≈b v′ that
expresses the fact that value v’ is the translation of v, with respect to b, a
bijection between addresses in H and R, and a mapping M.
We now introduce a relation between pairs of heaps and stacks, P,Γ,M 
H, S ≈b R,T that guarantees that Java0 heap R contains the “translation” of
the objects in BabyJ heap H and that BabyJ stack T and Java0 stack S agree,
w.r.t. typing, with their deﬁnitions. We deﬁne both relations in Section F.
We now state the soundness theorem:
Theorem 4.2 If  PS, and  ΓS, P,Γ, T  H, S , and [(P)](P,M), [(Γ)] 
R,T , and P,Γ,M  H, S ≈b R,T, and e,H, S ❀Strip(P) v,H′, S′.
Then there exists R’,T’ such that e,R,T ❀
[(P)]
v′,R′,T′ and P,Γ,M 
H′, S′ ≈b′ R′,T′, and M  v ≈b′ v′ and b’ extends b.
Proof of the theorem by induction on the application of the rules deﬁning
the operational semantics.
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5 Related Work, Conclusions and Future Work
BabyJT followed the motivation of Cecil[3], an object based language de-
veloped by Craig Chambers. Cecil supports incremental typing through a
dynamic type which is the same as BabyJT ’s ∗ type. When a type annotation
is omitted it is implied to be dynamic. Furthermore, it is possible to declare
type deﬁnitions independently of object deﬁnitions. The default is that an
object deﬁnition also gives the type deﬁnition. The Person constructor from
section 3.1 could be represented in Cecil as:
object Person;
field name:string;
field money:int;
method setMoney(p:Person,amount:int):int {
p.money += amount;
}
Both Cecil and BabyJT support incremental typing for increasing safety.
However, BabyJT goes further and uses types to go to a class based program.
We do not provide all the advance features of Cecil such as: multi methods,
parametric types and subtyping. We provide a simple language guided by
the formal deﬁnitions and proof of soundness rather than aim to have a large
number of features.
BeCecil[4] is a formalization of a variant of Cecil, however it does not have
incremental typing and no soundness proof is given.
Strongtalk[9,2] is an incremental typechecker for SmallTalk[13]. It uses
structural rather than named types. It supports parameterized types and
classes. However, the approach is class based rather than starting object
based and using types to obtain a class based program.
The style of programming we aim to support with this work frees the
programmer of the burden of types in the early stages of development. In-
cremental typing can reveal errors and inconsistencies not apparent in the
early stages of development. Once fully typed, a program is guaranteed not
to generate runtime type errors.
BabyJT is aimed at commercially successful langauges, JavaScript and
Java, rather than deﬁning new languages. Therefore, the programmer obtains
a Java program that can be developed in a team environment using the wide
range of available Java libraries.
In further work we aim to study what guarantees can be given in the
presence of ∗, eg. some functions contain occurrences of ∗, but are not used
during execution.
We also plan to extend BabyJ to allow nesting of functions and function
deﬁnitions as expressions. We want to extend the type system of BabyJT to
allow subtyping and parametric types. A promising route would add delega-
tion to BabyJ, and consider whether to represent this in the translation to
class based as delegation as in [15,17] or through subclasses.
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We want to create tools to allow interactive type replacement and an im-
plementation of the translation from BabyJT to Java0.
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A Deﬁnitions
A.1 Lookup Functions
We deﬁne relation t ≈ t′, and auxiliary functions R and D used in the
typing of expressions. The relation t ≈ t′, used to determine if two types are
compatible, holds if t = t’, t = ∗ or t’ = ∗.
For example, (Person ≈ ∗) and (Person ≈ Person) holds but, (Person ≈
Frog), does not. R(P,ts) returns the type descriptor of a constructor and is
deﬁned as:
R(P, t) =


td if P(t) = constructor f(...){ this : td; ...}
∗ if t = ∗
Udf otherwise
For example,R(P1,Person) = [name:string,...] , R(P1,∗) = ∗ and
R(P1,Marry) = Udf. D(P,ts,m) extracts the type of a member in a type
descriptor and is deﬁned as:
D(P, t,m) =


tk if R(P, t) = [m1 : t1...mn : tn] and
mk = m (1 ≤ k ≤ n)
∗ if R(P,t) = ∗
Udf otherwise
For example, D(P1,Person,name) =string ,
D(P1,Person,shoe) = Udf and D(P1,∗,name) = ∗.
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A.2 Heap update
We deﬁne heap update, H′ = H{ι.m  v}, where H′ is identical to H except
that in ι member m is overridden/added by v:
H{ι.m  v}(ι)(m) = v,
H{ι.m  v}(ι)(m′) = H(ι)(m′) if m′ = m
A.3 Unique Functions
We now deﬁne unique functions for BabyJ and BabyJT  Pu and  Pu
respectively:
∀ f : P = P1 function f(x){...} P2
P = P3 function f(x){...} P4 =⇒
P1 = P3,P2 = P4
 Pu
∀ f : P = P1 f(...){...} P2
P = P3 f(...){...} P4 =⇒
P1 = P3,P2 = P4
 Pu
A.4 F ilter
The function F ilter is used to ﬁnd the assignments to this in the body of a
constructor:
F ilter(e) =


{m} ∪ F ilter(e′′), if e ≡ this.m = e′; e′′
and this does not
appear in e’
∅ otherwise
The right hand side of the assignment cannot refer to this. The reason
for this restriction is that when checking the body of a constructor we use an
environment that gives this the type of the object the constructor is creating.
If we did not have that restriction then it would be possible to select members
from this before they have been created by the constructor body. Consider
the following example:
constructor A {
this:[m1:int,m2:int,m3:int]
this.m1 = 2;
this.m2 = this.m3;
this.m3 = 10;
}
This would type check in an environment where this has type A but ex-
ecution would get stuck because this.m3 has not been created yet. Hence
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applying F ilter to the body of A would produce {m1} and ignore this.m2 =
this.m3; as it uses this on the right hand side. Therefore, the A is not a valid
constructor function with respect to (P  fc). Similarly F ilter(this.m1 =
2; foo(); this.m2 = 3) would produce {m1} and ignore the rest of the as-
signments to this as they have been “broken” by the call to foo(). However
the following is a valid constructor for A:
constructor A {
this:[m1:int,m2:int,m3:int]
this.m1 = 2;
this.m2 = 3;
this.m3 = 4;
foo();
}
as F ilter(this.m1 = 2;this.m2 = 3;this.m3 = 4;foo()) = {m1, m2, m3}
and this conforms to this:[m1:int,m2:int,m3:int].
B From BabyJ to BabyJT
We now give a translation function, E , that given a BabyJ program returns a
fully annotated BabyJT version of the program where all annotations are ∗.
E :: (Program  TypedProgram)
∪ (FuncDecl  TypedFuncDecl)
∪ (Body  TypedBody)
E(P) = E(D1)...E(Dn)
where P = D1...Dn
E(function f(x) {B}) = function ∗ f(x : ∗) { E(B) }
E(var y; B ) = this : ∗; var y : ∗; B
It is clear that if we applied E to Figure 1 we would get Figure 4.
C Deﬁnitions for soundness of BabyJT type system
Figure C.1 gives deﬁnitions for strongly typed programs, functions and en-
vironment. Figure C.2 gives deﬁnitions for agreement between heaps, stacks
and values.
We deﬁne the function Strip used to translate a BabyJT program into
a corresponding BabyJ program. Types do not aﬀect execution of BabyJT
programs, therefore, we can remove them and use the operational semantics
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t = f = ∗
 tS
t = (ts, t′, t′′)
 ts S  t′S  t′′S
 tS
f = function t f(x : t1)
{this : ts; var y : t′1; e;}
 t S  ts S  t1 S  t′1 S
 fmS
f = global t f(x : t1)
{var y : t′1; e;}
 t S  t1 S  t′1 S
 fgS
f = constructor f(x : t1)
{this : [m1 : t′1...mp : t′p]; var y : t′′1; e;}
∀ t ∈ {t′1...t′p} :  tS
 t1 S  t′′1 S
 fcS
 fmS
 fS
 fcS
 fS
 fgS
 fS
 P
∀f ∈ dom(P) :  fS
 PS
∀ x : Γ(x) = Udf =⇒ Γ(x) = ∗
 ΓS
Fig. C.1. Strong types, functions, programs and environments
R(P, t) = Udf
P,H  null✁ t
R(P, f) = Udf
P,H  f ✁ t
H(ι) = [[m1 : v1...mn : vn]]
R(P, t) = [m1 : t1...mn : tn]
P,H  vi ✁ ti ∀i ∈ {1..n}
P,H  ι ✁ t
H(ι) = [[...]] =⇒ P,H  ι ✁ T(ι) (for all addresses)
Γ(this) = t =⇒ P,H  S(this)✁ t
Γ(x) = t =⇒ P,H  S(x)✁ t
Γ(y) = t =⇒ P,H  S(y)✁ t
P,Γ, T  H, S 
Fig. C.2. Agreement between heaps, stacks and values
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of BabyJ to execute BabyJT programs:
Strip :: (TypedProgram  Program)
∪ (TypedFuncDecl  FuncDecl)
∪ (TypedBody  Body)
Strip(P) = Strip(D1)...Strip(Dn)
where P = D1...Dn
Strip( f(x : t) { B }) = function f(x) { Strip(B) }
Strip(this : ts; var y : t; B ) = var y; B
D Translation schema for [( )]
We now give the deﬁnition of the translation function [( )]. There is a case of
[( )] deﬁned for each element of the syntax of BabyJT . The program, P, and a
one-to-one mapping, M, from function identiﬁers to integers, are used by the
translation. The mapping M assigns each of the function identiﬁers in P a
unique integer value to be used in the translated code to keep track of which
translated member function to use.
D.1 Translation of programs
The translation of a BabyJT program P, consists of the translation of all
constructors and global functions. Each of the translated global functions is
placed in the class GlobalFuncs. As they are static they can be accessed glob-
ally in the translated program (via a static method call GlobalFuncs.m()).
[(P)](P,M)  [(f1)](P,M) ... [(fn)](P,M)
class GlobalFuncs {
[(f ′1)](P,M) ... [(f
′
m)](P,M)
}
where {f1...fn} = {f |P(f) = constructor... }
{f ′1...f ′m} = {f |P(f) = global... }
D.2 Translation of constructors
A constructor is translated into a Java0 class deﬁnition containing the trans-
lation of the type descriptor and a constructor. The constructor contains the
translation of the BabyJT constructor body.
[(constructor f(x : t) { this : td; var y : t′; ebody})](P,M) 
class f {
[(td)](P,M)
f([(t)] x) {
[(t′)] y; [(ebody)](P,M)
}
}
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D.3 Translation of member functions
Member functions are represented as branches of a Java0 case statement. The
case statement is contained within a method with the same signature as the
member function in the translated constructor.
[(function t f(x : t1){ this : ts; var y : t′1; ebody})](P,M) 
case M(f) : {
[(t′1)] y; [(ebody)](P,M)
}
D.4 Translation of global functions
A global function is translated into a static method whose return and formal
parameter types correspond to the translation of those deﬁned in the function
deﬁnition. The method will be placed inside the GlobalFuncs class.
[(global t f(x : t1){ var y : t′1; ebody})](P,M) 
[(t)] f([(t1)] x) {
[(t′1)] y; [(ebody)](P,M)
}
D.5 Translation of Expressions
The translation of expressions is straightforward, with BabyJ method call
translated to Java0 method call due to the handling of member assignment. Of
interest is the global call which translates to a static call of the corresponding
method in the class GlobalFuncs. Also, function identiﬁers are translated
into the value mapped by M.
[(this)](P,M)  this
[(x)](P,M)  x
[(y)](P,M)  y
[(f)](P,M)  M(f)
[(e1; e2)](P,M)  [(e1)](P,M); [(e2)](P,M)
[(f(e))](P,M)  GlobalFuncs.f([(e)](P,M))
[(e1.m = e2)](P,M)  [(e1)](P,M).m = [(e2)](P,M)
[(x = e)](P,M)  x = [(e)](P,M)
[(new f(e))](P,M)  new f([(e)](P,M))
[(e1.m(e2))](P,M)  [(e1)](P,M).m([(e2)](P,M))
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D.6 Translation of type descriptors
Each member of the type descriptor (including function types) for a given
constructor corresponds to a ﬁeld of the translated class. Member function
types in the type descriptor are also translated into a method deﬁnition that
contains a case statement which distinguishes between the various possible
cases for the function - these are known because the candidates must have
the same type as the function member. The ﬁeld associated with a function
member is of type int and keeps track of the latest assignment. By using
a ﬁeld with the same identiﬁer as the associated method we avoid having to
use type information when translating assignments to members. Therefore,
assignment to a function member is represented as assignment to the int ﬁeld
and function call is represented as method call.
[(td)](P,M)  [(m1 : t1)](P,M)...[(mn : tn)](P,M)
where td = [m1 : t1...mn : tn]
[(m : ts)](P,M)  [(ts)] m;
[(m : (t1, t2, t3))](P,M)  int m;
[(t3)] m([(t2)] x) {
switch (m){
[(f1)](P,M) ... [(fm)](P,M)
}
}
where {f1...fm} = {f |P(f) = function t3 f(x : t2){this : t1...}}
D.7 Translation of types and environments
The translation of types is the identity function up to function types which
are mapped to the Java0 int type.
[(t)] 
{
int, if t = ( , , )
t, otherwise
The environment [(Γ)] maps elements in the domain of Γ to the translation
of the corresponding element in the range of Γ.
E Operational Semantics of BabyJ
Figures E.1 and E.2 give the operational semantics for generation and propa-
gation of exceptions.
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e,H, S ❀null,H′, S′
e.m,H, S ❀nullPntrExc,H′, S′
e.m = e′,H, S ❀nullPntrExc,H′, S′
e.m(e′),H, S ❀nullPntrExc,H′, S′
e,H, S ❀ v,H′, S′
v = null
v ∈ Addr or H(v) = Udf
e.m,H, S ❀stuckErr,H′, S′
e.m = e′,H, S ❀stuckErr,H′, S′
S(x) = Udf
x,H, S ❀stuckErr,H, S
x = e,H, S ❀stuckErr,H, S
e,H, S ❀ ι,H′, S′
H′(ι)(m) = Udf
e.m,H, S ❀stuckErr,H′, S′
e1,H, S ❀ ι,H1, S1
e2,H1, S1 ❀ v,H
′, S′
H′(ι)(m) = Udf
e1.m = e2,H, S ❀stuckErr,H
′, S′
e1,H, S ❀ v,H
′, S′
v = null
v ∈ Addr or H(v) = Udf or H(v)(m) = Udf
e1.m(e2),H, S ❀stuckErr,H
′, S′
e1,H, S ❀ ι,H1, S1
e2,H1, S1 ❀ v
′,H′, S′
H′(ι)(m) = f
P(f) = Udf
e1.m(e2),H, S ❀stuckErr,H
′, S′
e,H, S ❀ v′,H′, S′
P(f) = Udf
f(e),H, S ❀stuckErr,H′, S′
Fig. E.1. Operational Semantics - generation of exceptions
F Proving Soundness of Translation [()]
F.1 Preservation of static semantics
In order to be prove Theorem 4.1 we must extend the theorem to all subterms
of P. This can then be proved by induction on the typing rules. The case for
expressions is the most interesting and is stated below.
The translation preserves types up to function types. That is, if a BabyJT
expression has type t with respect to P and environment Γ, and e is translated
into a Java0 expression e’ that has type t’ with respect to [(P)] and [(Γ)] then t
=t’ if t is not a function type and t’=int if t is a function type.
Lemma F.1 For any BabyJT expression e, strongly typed program P and en-
vironment Γ, if
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e,H, S ❀dv,H′, S′
x = e,H, S ❀dv,H′, S′
f(e),H, S ❀dv,H′, S′
e.m,H, S ❀dv,H′, S′
e.m = e′,H, S ❀dv,H′, S′
e.m(e′),H, S ❀dv,H′, S′
e1,H, S ❀ ι,H1, S1
e2,H1, S1 ❀dv,H
′, S′
e1.m = e2,H, S ❀dv,H
′, S′
e1.m(e2),H, S ❀dv,H
′, S′
e1,H, S ❀ ι,H1, S1
e2,H1, S1 ❀ v
′,H2, S′
H2(ι)(m) = f
P(f) = function f(x){var y; e′}
e′,H2,{this → ι, x → v′, y → Udf ,} ❀dv,H′, S′′
e1.m(e2),H, S ❀dv,H
′, S′
e,H, S ❀ v′,H1, S′
P(f) = function f(x){var y; e′}
e′,H1,{this → Udf , x → v′, y → Udf } ❀dv,H′, S′′
f(e),H, S ❀dv,H′, S′
Fig. E.2. Operational Semantics - propagation of exceptions
• P,Γ  e : t, and
• [(e)](P,M) = e’, and
then
• [(P)](P,M), [(Γ)]  e′ : [(t)]
Proof is by induction on the application of the typing rules.
F.2 Preservation of dynamic semantics
The following deﬁnitions are used in proving the preservation of dynamic
semantics.
Let b be a bijection between ﬁnite sets of address A,A’ andM a one-to-one
mapping from function identiﬁers to integers. We deﬁne agreement of values,
M  v ≈b v′ if
• v = ι for some ι and v′ = b(ι) or,
• v = f and v’=i, M(f) = i or,
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• v = v’
Let P,Γ, T  H, S  and [(P)](P,M), [(Γ)]  R,T , we say R, T are the trans-
lation of H, S with respect to b and write P,Γ,M  H, S ≈b R,T if
• b is a bijection between {ι|H(ι) = Udf } and {ι|R(ι) = Udf }
• M is a one-to-one mapping from function identiﬁers to integers.
• for all ι, if H(ι) = [[m1 : v1...mn : vn]] then
R(b(ι)) = [[m1 : v
′
1...mn : v
′
n]]
c and M  vi ≈b v′i ∀ i ∈ {1..n}
• M  S(x) ≈b T(x) , M  S(y) ≈b T(y), M  S(this) ≈b T(this),
G Higher Order Examples
We now give a more interesting example that demonstrates the translation
of BabyJT higher order functions, and passing functions as parameters and
re-assigning members functions:
constructor A {
this:[m1:(A,(A,int,int),(A,int,int)),m2:(A,int,int)]
this.m1 = m3; this.m2 = m4; this;
}
function (A,int,int) m3(x:(A,int,int)) {
this:A; this.m2 = x;
}
function int m4(x:int) { this:A; x; }
function int m5(x:int) { this:A; x*x; }
//Main
Var a:A;
a = new A();
a.m2(10); // 3
a.m1(m5);
a.m2(11); // 6
And now the corresponding translation into Java0 with mappingM deﬁned
as: M(m3) = 1,M(m4) = 2, M(m5) = 3.
class A {
int m1;
int m1(int x) {
switch(m1) {
case 1: { this.m2 = x }
}
}
int m2;
int m2(int x) {
switch(m2) {
case 2: { x; }
case 3: { x*x }
}
}
A() {
this.m1 = 1; this.m2 = 2;
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}
}
//Main
A a = new A();
a.m2(10); // 3
a.m1(3); //changes member m2
a.m2(11); // now returns 6
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